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Above you will find a copy of the meal plan. It may look confusing at first but I promise it is very simple to understand, just let me 
explain it a little. 

There are six food categories found in the leftmost column. On the following pages, I have attached the exchange amounts for 
various foods from each of the categories. 

Your day is divided up into four meal categories: breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks. You will be eating three meals a day and 
three snacks a day. Each snack will follow a few hours after each meal. Your day should go something like this: breakfast, 
snack, lunch, snack, dinner, snack. 

The numbers in each box correspond to the exchange amount for the food category at a given meal or snack. For example, at 
lunch, you will eat three protein exchanges. Are you following? 

See, I told you. Simple. Just follow the chart. 
When it comes to snacks, you have the option to eat one or two exchanges from any category (or categories) that you choose. 
I typically try to have snacks from different categories throughout the day. 

In terms of water consumption, you should be drinking between eight and sixteen ounces every single time you eat a meal or 
snack. 

On the following pages, you will find sample exchange amounts for almost any food imaginable. 



starches

There are many starch options, with varying serving 
sizes. 

All of the serving sizes for each category correspond 
to one exchange of that certain food.



proteins

dairy



fruits

vegetables

added fats



Sample Meals
Breakfast - Yogurt Parfait 
2/3 cup of yogurt (1 dairy exchange) 
1/2 cup of granola (2 starch exchanges) 
15 nuts (2 added fat exchanges) 
1/2 cup of berries (1 fruit exchange) 

Lunch - Mediterranean Wrap with Watermelon & Feta Salad 
1 large tortilla (2 starch exchanges) 
1/2 cup hummus (~2 protein exchanges) 
1/2 cup tofu (1 protein exchange) 
10 olives (1 added fat exchange) 
& load it up with lettuce, tomato, cucumber (vegetable exchanges) 

1 cup of watermelon (1 fruit exchange) 
1 oz of feta (1 added fat exchange) 

Dinner - Lemon Fish with Vegetable Farro 
3 ounces of whitefish (3 protein exchanges) 
1/2 cup farro grain (2 starch exchanges) 
1 cup lemon cooked carrots (2 vegetable exchanges) 
1/2 cup mushrooms (1 vegetable exchange) 
1/2 cup yogurt dressing sauce (1 added fat exchange)



favorite snacks

1 small apple & a cheese stick 
 

pretzels, peppers, and hummus 
 

avocado toast 
 

hard-boiled eggs, grape tomatoes, and salad dressing 
 

greek yogurt with nuts and berries 
 

green leaf smoothie 
 

turkey and cheese roll-ups 
 

cottage cheese with jam



mindful eating

Whatever meal or snack it is 
you are planning on eating 

mindfully, visually divide it up 
into almost equal thirds. 

 
Before and after each third 

we are going to ask 
ourselves two questions:

1. How hungry am I? (on a scale of one to ten) 
2. Do I want more of this particular item?

When eating each third, make sure to pace yourself. Pay attention to the taste combinations of
your food. Observe the way it tastes in different parts of your mouth. What flavors are you
picking up on? Salty? Sweet? What ingredient is that flavor profile coming from? 

It is important that you chew your food fully prior to swallowing. Now, we don't need to eat like
turtles it is just important to pay close to attention to the entire eating experience as a whole. 

If after any third you feel satisfied, replenished, and somewhat full it is okay to stop eating. If you
don't want more but are still hungry, go find something else! 

Mindful eating doesn't have to be hard. Just remember the thirds and to take your time.
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I'm so glad you took the time to 
read through this entire packet. 
I hope it helps you find clarity 
with your meals, whatever your 
journey may be. 

If you have any questions or 
want to let me know how it's 
working for you feel free to 
shoot me an email. I'd love to 
hear from you! 

shayna@bitingback.blog


